SINGULARPTIES AND DISCONTINUITIES*
1,y Sulon~onBochner

gularities of analytic spaces, and of objects on them, are becoming
more the vital subject matter of the theory of analytic spaces and
ons in several complex and also real variables. Allnost anything preunder active research in complex analysis falls, or can be subsumed,
r the study of singularities, in one form or another.
large-scale topics of present-day mathematics were engendered in
ineteenth century, and so was also the topic of singularities. But in the
teenth century, except in the uncanny vision of a Riernann, singularities
generally felt to be oddities and curiosities, even abnormalities, and
habitat was in marginal areas of mathematics. In the course of the
century however, singularities have become a mainspring of vital
lity and the staff of ~nathematicallife, and they now dwell, ever more
ly, in the very heartland of analysis. As we will later point out in
nct detail, there were analogous changes of outlook and attitnde in
seas of knowledge too.
e Late Victorian and Edwardian eras, colnplex analysis prided itself
eing "beautif~~l"and "elegant," and singularities, being rarely either,
ot quite fit into the tableau. But in the course of the twentieth century,
ematics has been reorienting itself from "beauty" and "elegance"
rds relevance and cogency, and the study of singularities has profited
ensely thereby. To judge by nascent fiiture-oriented developments of
y, the mathematics of the twenty-first century bids fair to be austere
purposeful rather than beautifill and elegant. On the one hand, in avant
against presumptions of homogeneity,
e coslnology there are r~un~blings
etry, and isotropy,' all naive concomitants of "beauty" and
ance." On the other hand, "hard-nosed" analysts are turning ever
to the st~ldyof non-linear partial differential equations, although there
ry little about the equations that an analyst not habituated to them can
ntly relish, syllogistically or esthetically. And please note that very
ingalarities are generated by homogeneities, symmetries, and isotropies ,
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but that in solutions ofnon-linear partial differential equations sing~laritie~
are likely to come up at every turn. Also, there may even be interesting
solutions of non-linear partial differential equations that are dotted all over
with singularities. Such would have to be solutions of the Navier-Stokes
equations that describe phenomena of "turbulence," assuming that there
are indeed such phenomena which can be so described.
Removable singularities
Although the nineteenth century did not yet make a proper assessment
of singularities, it did knowingly introduce them, and in most contexts in
which they occur. Bernhard Riemann even devoted his famed doctoral
thesis' to them, for objects in one complex variable, that is. The thesis
features the theorem on removable singularities named after Riemann, and
also the construction of covering surfaces, also named after him, whose
purpose it is to "reg~llarize" algebraic singolarities rather than "remove"
them.
In an early article of the German encyclopedia of mathematics, W. F.
Osgood credits the theorem on removable singularities not to Riemann but
, ~ he does so for the following reason. The theorem can
to ~ e i e r s t r a s s and
be obtained by showing that if the sum of a Laurent series in a punctured
disk is bounded, then the coefficients of the negative powers must be zero;
but this statement about Laurent series occurs in a memoir of Weierstrass4
which, although published after Riemann's thesis, is reputed to have been
composed before. Now, this may have indeed been so, but it nevertheless
does not deprive Riemann of the credit for the theorem named after him.
The fact is that the statement of Weierstrass does not at all have the "feel"
of a theorem on "singularities," removable or other. Nor does it presage a
future importance of this kind of theorem, as does the thesis of Riemann,
in which Riemann immediately starts extending the theorem to solutions of
partial differential equations. In the twentieth century this extension has
s,~
become the "true" version of the theorem on removable ~ i n ~ u l a r i t i eand
the spirit of Riemann is hovering over the developments,
Cayley and affer
Riemann's thesis, which does not speak of "singularities" but of "discontinuities," appeared as a pamphlet in 1851. A year later the English
noun "singularity" appeared, as a technical mathematical term in the title
of a note ofArthur C a ~ l e yThe
. ~ author states that, in the case of a curve, a
singularity may, for instance, be a double point, or it may be a cusp. He
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poses to call a double point a "node" (without, however, making it
that he is the first to do so), and the second a "spinode." He also
sts the use of several other terms which have not become generally
ted; for instance, he suggests "flecnode" for a double point which is
t of inflection,
ur reference to Cayley's note is taken from the Oxford Englislz Diction. There seem to be no similar references in large-scale dictionaries to
prominent mathematical occurrences of singularitk (French), sinritd (Italian), and so on. However, it would probably be possible t o
tain when point singulier came into use in French differential
algebraic geometry of one or several complex variables the general
of a singularity has not changed materially since Cayley3 note.
larities are still being classified, and they are being "removed" or
plified" by the use of birational transformations which need not be
complex analysis today, the basic attitude towards singularities is a
ent one. Externally, by immediate structure, at least in the "local"
it is hard to distinguish between singularities in the general holomorcase and the particular algebraic case, whether it be singularities of
ions, or, what is more significant, of spaces. However, the motivation
different one. General complex analysis is not anxious to "remove"
ularities but to "live with" them. It wants to d o analysis with them and
hem, and it wants to extend properties of smooth spaces to spaces with
ularities as far as possible.
the future, say in the twenty-first century, these differences of approach
be of consequence. A future cosmology may want to view the spatial
ratum of the universe together with force and potential fields on it as a
h-dimensional" fiber bundle with an analytic structure, and galaxies or
ers of galaxies as singularities in the bundle. Also, following a precedent
Albert Einstein himself, even the injection of some features of complex
re might suggest i t ~ e l fNow,
. ~ such a cosmology would undoubtedly
te to start out with general birational transformations that interfere
e size and distribution of the singularities, that is, the galaxies, but
want to apply statements about global analytic behavior in which
galaxies remain as they are; although, eventually, speculations on
topological birational "modifications" of singularities (= galaxies)
ht have a n audience too,
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Recent developments in relativistic geometrodynarnics are perhaps
harbingers of s~tchfuture events.' Singularities of space (or space-time) have
been occurring in cos~nologicalmodels since the inception of General
Relativity. From the first, there have been points at which the space ceases
to have a Euclidean structure or at least the line-element ceases to be
r e g ~ ~ l aand
r ; s ~ ~ csingular
h
points might vary with (cosmic) time, due to
explosions or implosions. Still, ~ ~ n trecently,
il
such points were mathetnatically of the classical differential-geometric variety. But the geometrodynamical "worm holes," and their cognates the "black hole^,"^ are of a
more f~~ture-oriented
kind.

Actually, in order to highlight the role of mathematical singularities in
recent science it even suffices to stay within physics proper without going
into cosmology. Already the nineteenth century had occasio~lto view the
essential sources of matter as a kind of sing~ilarity.But these singularities
manifested thenlselves in the struct~lreof matter, and not, or not yet, in the
structure of the space in which matter was located. B L Inowadays
~
there is a
tendency to envisage the singularities in the very structure of the underlying
space itself, which is usually an analytic space, on the whole. On this developing view, the elementary particles in the ~rniverse,of which there are
enor~llouslymany, are as many point sing~tlaritiesin the spatial substrat~iu;
and whenever a particle is in motion, the singularity is a movilig one,
Very intriguing is the Yukawa potential

which describes the meson field about a nucleon. Near the origin r = 0 it
behaves like the Newtonian potential in R 3 , b ~ i for
t Iarge r. it falls off faster
than 1/r."-' for any i i , that is faster than the Newtonian potential in R",
for any n. This suggests that the ni~cleon"creates" for and by itself a space
which near the nucleon is "approximately" three-dimensional but at
distant points acts as if it had a rapidly rising ditne11sion.Asingular variety
in an infinite dimensional space might conceivably behave this way.
I have just used the word "approximateIy" advisedly. As Heinz Hopf
once observed to me, in a casual exchange of small talk, it is remarkable
how "everybody" would agree that our Earth is "approximately" a
solid ball, although due to tunnels, bridges, air-pockets and suchlike it
is, in fact, homologically very complicated indeed.
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~~cidentally,
these occurrences of singularities in cosmology and physics
ggest that mathematically singularities will continue to be hard and
ficult for some time to come. If singularities of analytic spaces were
sily resolvable, then so might be the structure of elementary matter nlathematical aspects at any rate - but of this there is no indication.
nuclear structure of protons, electrons, photons, gravitons, etc., is as
eriotrs and mystifying as ever.
contlensation of singu1arities
In 1870, almost two decades after Cayley's abovementioned note, a
different mathematical meaning of "singularity," much Iess specific but
quite emphatic, was introduced by Hermann Hankel in a memoir about
infinitely oscillating and discontinuous f ~ ~ n c t i o n sA. ' ~memorable feature
of the memoir is the proclamation of the Principle of Condensation of
Singulai'ities, literally so named by the author himself." Wankel credits
the inspiration for it to a constructiorl in "art. 6" of Riemann's unique
memoir on trigonometric series,I2 and he obviously means Riemann's
construction of a (Riemann) integrable function which has a dense set of
discontinuities. The idea of Hankel's principle is indeed there, but in a
setting which would be somewhat unfamiliar to a reader of today, the reason
being that nowadays Hankel's principle is usually combined, more o r less
intimately, with the ternary set construction of Georg Cantor, whereas in
Riemann's work it is not, or not yet. In fact, Cantor's ternary set, Hankel's
principle, and occasionally the Hamel basis are the building blocks for
most counterexamples in C. Carathtodory's leading treatise on functions
of a reaI variable.13
gillarities as bounriai'y points
everal years after Wankel a third connotation of the mathematical
g of "singularity" was introduced knowingly by K. Weierstrass,
one into "classical" complex ai~alysis.'~
His formuIation is gauche
ted, and nothing would be gained for our purposes by reproducing
ly. Rather we will represent it immediately in a modernized form
omprehensive version. We will deal immediately with the case of
variables, and with any analytic structure, complex or real.
D be an analytic space in any number of dimensions and let it be a
in in a larger analytic space B. Let f(P) be an analytic function or
more general function-like object on D, and Iet P, be a boundary
of D relative to B.Then, relative to D,f(P) is deemed to be regular
if there exists an inbetween space D',
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which contains the point P o such that f(P) has an analytic continuation
into D'. If no such D' exists, then Po is deemed to be a singular point of
f ( P ) always relative to 6. Also, in such a setting, the singularity at Po is
inessential, if there exists a neighborhood N of Poin fi and a pair of analytic
functions 4(P) and $(P) in N such that, in N n D, $(P)f(P) = d(P).
In the case of one complex variable there is one situation in which the
choice of b is totally immaterial. Let D' be some (abstract) Riemann
surface, Po a point of it, and let

Obviously a holomorphic function in D can be viewed as a function in D 1
which is holomorphic everywhere except for a possible isolated singularity
Po. Such a function has a Laurent expansion at P o , and if there is a singularity then it is inessential iff there are only a finite number of negative terms in
the expansion. This is no longer so if one replaces the holomorphic complex
variable z = x + iy by the analytic pair of real variables (x,y) because,
for instance, the transformation

is an inversely analytic one-one map of the punctured disk 0 < x2 + y 2 < 1
into the annulus 1 c u2 v 2 < 4.
A topic in one complex variable in which, on the contrary, the choice
of d is all-important is the theory of Taylor expansions, or, what is the
same, of functional elements. In this case, D is a disk 1 z < ro in a fixed
coordinate system, that is in C1, and 6 is C1 itself. If the disk D is replaced
by some other domain Do in Ci which is bounded by a closed Jordan
curve, and if a functionJ(z) on D is transferred into Do by a one-one holomorphic map of D into Do, then the distribution of regular and singular
points of the function on the boundary may change radically and unrecognizably, although the mapping is continuous on the boundary too.15 Some
theorems, as for instance those that refer to star-shapedness, may be affected
even if the disk is mapped into itself by a linear transformation. It is this
all-pervading feature of "noninvariance" which probably accounts for
the fact that the theory of Taylor expansions, which was in vogue fcr nearly
a century, has become rather quiescent lately.
In the case of one complex variable, another subject bearing on singularities which has become rather neglected, almost defunct, lately, is the problem
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of finding a proper conception and definition of a singularity of a function
on the boundary of a domain, if the domain is not a single-sheeted part
of C' but, more generally, a multisheeted spread over it. L. Bieberbach in
particular made furious efforts to find the "true" definition of a singularity
in this more general situation, but the outcome of his labors has been
her felicitous nor of any consequence.16
lomoi'phic extension
striking difference between one and several complex variables is the
absence of a two-dimensional analog to the one-dimensional phenomeconformal mapping. But this difference is more striking than meaninge difference is too obvious, too abrupt, too nonnegotiable. In
sis there are usually transitions, generalizations, and reinterpretations.
curious fact that Riemann himself made no profound study of cona1 mapping. He simply credited Dirichlet with having c'solved" the
dary value problem of uniformization theory, and he himself kept
ttention on matters beyond this fact.
uch more illuminating are the differences in the nature of singularities.
true that singularities are harsher and more difficult for two and more
iables than for one variable, but they also become more diversified
d interesting, and there is a gradation of difficulties and of interest with
ing dimension. For instance, the two-dimensional situation is still "excepnal" in a sense, inasmuch as, in this case, subspaces of codimension
which are frequently of some importance - have still dimension
hemselves. Furthermore, as if to compensate for novel difficulties in
eld of singularities, the multidimensional situation also revealed a
phenomenon in this field, namely the phenomenon of "holomorphic
ion," which is a phenomenon of non-singularities, as it were. Also,
only was this phenomenon unknown to classical complex analysis
e variable, in which it does not occur, but also it was not observed in
raic geometry of several variables either. The phenomenon was red in a massive memoir of Fritz Hartogs,I7 and some follow-up paHartogs not only was not an algebraic geometer, but was in fact a
disciple of a staunch real-variables man (Alfred Pringsheim).
w for a brief description of holomorphic extension. If D is a domain
C', then corresponding to any boundary point P of D there is a function
D which is singular at P. By a judicious application of Hankel's principle
condensation of singularities there exists a function in D which is singular
very boundary point of it. Not so, for two or more complex dimensions.
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"Most" bounded domains D in C", n 2 2, are such that all holomorphic
functions f(z) on D can be continued simultaneously into some joint domain
D' larger than D,For given D there is even a largest such domain, b, and
it is the so-called envelope of holomorphy of D. This domain d need not
be single-sheeted in C". But it has a certain feature of convexity which is
retained even when many-sheeted.
The most eye-catching instance of this situation is the so-called Theorem
of Hartogs. It states that if a bounded domain D in Cn,n T_ 2, has a connected boundary B, and if N is a neighborhood of B, then any f(z) which
is defined and holomorphic in N can be continued into all of D: meaning
that the envelope of holomorphy of N includes D. In term of singularities it means, surprisingly, that the attempted continuation of j ( z )
along any path leading from N into D can never hit a singularity and is
thus always successful.
A certain phenomenon involving holomorphic extension, the so-called
"Edge of the Wedge" phenomenon, has already been used in quantum
field theory.'* Also, an envelope of holomorphy may be defined and shown
to exist, even if D is a bounded set of a certain kind, not necessarily a domain
itself." Thus, in a cosmological universe with complex structure, a galaxy,
or a cluster of galaxies, even if deemed to be lower-dimensional, might exercise a "holomorphic" control over an open domain enveloping it.
The corzcept of f~lrzction
I already noted above that, in my interpretation, Riemann's creation of
Riemann surfaces was responsive to the needs of singularities. If this was
indeed so then, indirectly, sing~~larities
also had a very creative influence
on the formation of our general concept of a function.
Before Riemann, in the thinking of Abel when creating the Abelian integrals, and in the thinking of Gauss when creating the functions defined
by hypergeometric series,a fi~nction,especiaIly a holomorphic function, was
somehow given in the entire complex plane and precisely there, even if
there were singularities at some points. But Riemann pioneered in the recognition that in order to create or define a function there first of all must be
given a domain space, the domain space, on which it is to exist. It is this
recognition that made Riemann create, at the very outset of his career,
his multi-sheeted surfaces. And he more or less created them for the functions
which Gauss and Abel had just introduced and not for some pathological
functions which Gauss and Abel would have shrugged off,
Nobody sensed such things, in depth, before Riemann. Newton, for
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ance, constantly had f~~nctions
in his thinking, and it is this which
arates Newton fromArchimedes, who had no functions in his thinking at
. But Newton took it for granted that a gravitational function field exists
verywhere" in absolute space, except at "singular" points, of course,
hough in his undivulged thoughts he may have wondered whether the
hysical universe does indeed extend so far.
nn's pioneering insight into the nature of function revealed itself
in the case of a complex variable but also in the case of a real
le. In his one great excursion into "pure" real variables, namely in
memoir on trigonometric series,20 Rielnann created, perhaps for the
time, a sharply defined class of functions to fit precisely a given purpose,
ely his Riernann integrable functions.And, in his own idiom, he estabd the fact that a bounded function on an interval is Riemann integrable
d only if the set of its discontinuities (alias singularities) is a set of
besgue measure 0.
"Discontinuity" in the ilii~eteenthceizttil-y
efore, Riemann does not speak of "Singularitat" (= singuy) but of "Unstetigkeit," which is the native German word for "dise German language also uses very freely the "borrowed"
rd "Diskontinuitat," and Riemann uses it (at least once) in his fundamenpaper on hyperbolic differential equations which was also a seminal work
shock waves." Our expression "removable singularity" is a (would-be)
iemann's expression "hebbare Unstetigkeit." The verbal
= "liftable"), which comes from the verb "heben," was
arently Riemann's coinage. Its meaning in German is immediately and
erstood, but the form is not in general use, and nonn dictionaries, however large. do not carry it.
s "Unstetigkeit" may sound softer than "Singularitat," but
me that such was also the case in the mid-nineteenth
n Riemann was active. At that time the prevalent dictionary
"singularity" was: "odd," "eccentric," "unusual," mostly in
"benign" sense; whereas "Unstetigkeit" had the meaning of
ion," "abnormality," and suggested something jarring, disg, disturbing, even calamitous. This was so in spite of the fact, or
use of the fact that in the nineteenth century continuity was,
ly, at any rate, the normal state, the state to be expected, and
was never felt to be a state entirely in its own right but somehow
ion andaberration from a state of continuity.Astate of discontinuity,
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however remarkable, was ~tsuallycontrapuntally submerged in a state of
continuity which somehow was the dominant one.
Continuity in nineteenth-century knowledge

Karl Marx's doctrine of aviolent revolution to come, which was proclaimed
in the middle of the nineteenth century, was a socioeconomic discontinuity
on a grand scale, perhaps the greatest such discontinuity ever conceived
philosophically. Yet this seemingly unyielding discontinuity was installed
in a frame of continuity, inasnluch as the revolution was historically
rationalized and dialectically "Hegelianized" to be sociologically predetermined and politically inescapable.
Altogether, in the nineteenth century, all of historiography was dominated
by continuity of one kind or another. Continuity was a framework for, or
at least a leading strand in, any history, ancient or modern, general or
special, political or economical, Biblical or philosophical. One of the
leading concerted efforts of the century was a great rehabilitation of the
Middle Ages. It had been begun in the eighteenth century, but then by
individual euphoric Romantics, whereas in the nineteenth century it was
continued by generations of sober professionals; and a leading motivation
was to bring out, by similarities and contrasts, the maximum continuity
of development between Ancient and Modern Times across the "intercalated" Middle Ages. The effects of these presumptions of continuity were
mixed. Some presumptions were overt, some covert; some good; some not
so good; some crude, some subtle; some refined, some highly refined; but
the presumptions were always there.
Continuity was also triumphant in nineteenth-century biology andgeology.
I n biology, evolution was first Lamarckian and then Darwinian, and both
were emphatic avowals of continuity. In a parallel development, geology
adopted, somewhat less enthusiastically but rather tenaciously, so-called
"uniformitarianism," which is a form of continuity. It is an obstreperous
mode of continuity, very hard to define consistently and convincingly. Yet
the negation of it seems alarming and is ominously named "catastrophism,"
as if to stigmatize it and warn the unwary against flirting with it.
In basic physical science, the nineteenth century well knew that any kind
of matter has a discrete constitution, being composed, uItimately, of
"indivisibles." Chemistry based itself on atoms and molecules, heat was
interpreted to be kinetic energy of large assemblages of discrete units of
matter, and even electrodynamicists like Wilhelm Weber knew, however
inarticulately, that there are ultimate discrete particles of electricity. Yet
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macrocosmic features of continuity prevailed, both in phenomena and
explanations, so that in leading statements about elasticity, chemistry, and
thermodynamics, matter was, in the end, spoken of as if it were distributed
continu~u~ly.
Continuity was especially victorious in electrodynamics.
Maxwell's own theory-which
was so impressive that it became and
remained a hallmark of nineteenth-century physics in its entirety -was a
pure field and wave theory, with nothing noncontinuous anywhere in sight.
The theory was especially applauded for the boldness with which it theoretically subordinated the ancient doctrine of optics under itself, thus establishing that light is undulatory, that is continuous. The long-drawn
uncertainty as to whether light is corpuscuIar or undulatory thus seemed
finally settled, with continuity triumphant, of course.
Continuity in nineteenth-century matl~ematics
mathematics, the nineteenth century finally came to grips with the
omena and conception of continuity, frontally, directly, effectively.
mathematics, the much-vaunted, dared not do so. Greek rationaI
t as such was able to bring forth the conception of continuity, the
for it being syneclze's: This term already occurs in Homer; and
otle in his Physica uses it freely in our present-day sense, more or less.
, unbelievably, Greek mathematics could or wouId not use it. There is
a trace of a hint of a direct frontal use of either the term or even the
ception anywhere in Euclid, Archimedes, Apollonius, and others. An
ation of this is a leading problem in the History of Ideas.
Middle Ages nibbled away at the conception, just enough to intrigue
s but not more; and in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries,
tics was much too busy plumbing the depth of the conception
licitly to find time for analyzing it explicitly. But the nineteenth-century
Ily went to work.
the first half of the century Cauchy and others, at long last, gave a
le definition for the continuity of an "ordinary" numerical function.
the second half of the century, Dedekind and Georg Cantor, at long
a workable characterization of the linear continuum, a characwhich had been gestating for almost 24 centuries, certainly since
le's Physica (ca. 350 B.C.), and perhaps already since Zeno of
's indestructible "puzzles7' (ca. 450 B.C.). In between these achievents in the two halves of the century, the developing theory of functions
a real variable illumined many facets of continuity and discontinuity,
ally, towards the end of the century, the emergent systematic topology
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began to study continuity in a novel way, in its basic structure and pristine
purity, as an appropriately circumscribed mapping from one topological
space into another; and systematic topology spent the first half-century of
its existence doing nothing other than exploring, exploiting, and diversifying
this approach to continuity. After that, in the 1930's topology bethought
itself of the fact that analysis does not live on continuity alone, but that it
also must perform certain operations, notably differentiation and integration,
Topology's response to this challenge was the conception of a differentiable
structure and the creation of cohomology, and after that topology again
became the tool and center of analysis, as it had already been in the thinking
of Riemann and of some other great complex-variable analysts of the
nineteenth century.
Duality in twentieth-century physics and mathematics

In the twentieth century, continuity's claim to exclusiveness has been
challenged in virtually a11 areas of knowledge and insight, and, in outcome,
continuity has been shorn of its exclusiveness though not in the least
reduced in its importance. In most academic fields, scientific and humanistic,
continuity has been compelled to accept an accommodation with certain
features of discontinuity, and, on the whole, a salutary balance between
continuity and discontinuity has come about.
The century's most challenging event of this kind was the development
of quantum theory in basic physics. A pioneering quantum hypothesis was
proposed first by Max Planck. He introduced it rather suddenly, at the
very threshold of the century, in November 1900, into the process of black
body radiation. At the time, this was a somewhat isolated topic in physics,
not part of a standard curriculum. B ~ i from
t
there the hypothesis gradually
spread by way ofmore central parts of physics into its very roots, threatening
to undermine the entire edifice of exact science and its metaphysical foundation. The metaphysical issue involved seemed formidable, However, unlike the
general experience with metaphysical issues, this one was resolved,felicitously
and clearly, almost simplistically, by a "decree" of Louis de Broglie. The
decree promulgated a comprehensive "duality principle" by dint of which
every elementary particle whatsoever has - Janus-like fashion - two
aspects, an undulatory (continuous) and a corpuscular (discrete). The
decree does not specify whether or when the two aspects are to be contemplated alternately or simultaneously, in coexistensive or complementary
realizations, but practicing physicists seem to have no difficulties at all
deciding this for themselves.
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is startling d~ralityin physics has a paradigmatic counterpart inmathes, a very un-startling one. But the duality in mathematics is sprawIing
-faceted, and wholly un-unified. And since the mathematical paradigm
onsiderably older than the insight in physics, it suggests itself that perhaps
e Broglie version is only the first in a series of future ones. At any
in mathematics there is no "central" pronouncement like de Broglie's,
philosopllers seem not to be aware of it at all.
mathematics, the no st "typica1"version seems to be the duality between
odic function and its set of Fourier coefficients. In a Sturm-Liouville
it is the duality between the set of eigenfi~nctionsand the set of eigenbers.It is the duality betweenl~omologyand cohomology, contragradience
cogradience, inverse mapping and forward mapping, a topological
r space and the space of its linear functionals. It is the duality between
lo sides in any version of the Poisson summation formula, between the
ower series in any Jacobi theta relation,and the two Dirichlet series in
ann-Hecke functional equation. Also some of the versions just
ed are subsurnable under Cauchy's residue formula
$c

/(z)dz = S

L of ~residues

of / ( 3 ) inside C.

formula itself is a duality relation, even emphatically so, since the
on the right side is unequivocally discrete, and thus indubitably
tinuous," but the "sum"on the left, being an integral, is indubitably
lous. Also, the link between the two sides is established by sin, namely the singularities of the function f.
teworfhy that there is no genuine generalization of the residue forfrom one to several variables, and what is missing in the setting of
variables is not so much the analog to the formilla itself as a certain
tic apparatus in which the formula is involved. Consequents of this
" manifest themselves in seemingly distant areas of real variables
e are going to adduce one such case.
e "harmonic" system of fiinctions

mplere base in the L2-space of square-integrablefunctionson OSx <27c.
and Wiener have shown23that the "modified" nonharmonic system

remains complete on that interval provided
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N. Levinson showed afterwards24 that the constant l/x2 can be replaced by
the smaller constant $; that the statement also holds for LP , 1 < p j2, the

-1 ; and that the latter constant is "precise." Now it
constant being P2~
suggests itself that for square-integrable functions f(x,y) in 0 j x < 2n,
0 j < 2n it ought to be admissible to "modifyv the basis
ei("l.' + f l y ), ( I I I , I ~ ) E Z ~
into
ei(nrh+ n y )

, (m,n)€Z2,

provided

(~,,,- in)'

+ (LL,, - 1 ~ i
) D2
~

for some constant D > 0. But this most intrig~lingproblem has apparently
not been attacked thus far. At any rate, the proof for one variable relies
heavily on complex methods which fall into the area of attraction of the
residue theorem and does not carry over to the case of two variables.
Synthesis of continuity and cliscoi~tir~uitp
in other areas of knowledge
In no other area of knowledge has the compromise between continuity
and discontinuity been as spectacularly successf~ilas in physics, but efforts to
find one have been made almost everywhere.
In biology, the outgoing nineteenth cent~lryknew that Darwinian evolution would have to come to terms with discontinuity, as outwardly evidenced
by the fact that for instance, a s e r i o ~ ~
contemporary
s
work in the area had
the word "discontinuity" i n its s ~ ~ b t i t l eThe
. ' ~ efforts lasted for decades.
Thus, in the words of a dedicated follower of Darwin, "during the first
twenty years of the twentieth century, evolutionary studies and theories
were in a state of chaos and c o ~ i f u s i o n . "The
~ ~ difficulty was that, on the
face of it, the basic trait of continuity that isinherent toevolution is in discord
with the traits of discontinility that are inherent to chrornosomic mutation
and Mendelian inheritance. But in the end, a compromise of interpretation
was worked out by which, on the contrary, chromosomic mutation and Mendelian inheritance are the very instrumentalities by which "continuous"
evolution is rationalized and enabled to function.''
In geology developments have been less felicitous, or at least, less harmonious.There are two contrasting hypotheses,CatastrophismandUniformitarian-
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m, the first allowing for violent changes, the second insisting on dominant
aits of continuity, The nineteenth century, after some early avowals of
catastrophism, became ever more uniformitarian. In the twentieth century
have been clinging to the hypothesis of ~rniformitarianismin the
e ofgreat difficulties of tnaintainingit oreven ofdefiningit? In midcentury
public became aware of such difficulties when Immanuel Velikovsky,
his sensational book Worlds it? Collisiorz (1950), began to flout certain
ernic theories of cosmology and geology, allattuned to uniformitarianism
re or less. The res~rlthas been that most geologists are more intransigent
itude, perhaps because it would be even flarder to agree on alternaes to ut~iforll~itaria~~isrn
than on rtlliforn~itariallisr?~
itself.
rom general history I willmention two major illjectio~lsof discontinuity
continuity, one very "public" and one very "scholarly." The public one
c o ~ ~ ~ p o uofn the
d theses of Oswald Spengler ( T h e Decline of the West)
of Arnold Toynbee (A Study of History), both of whom maintain that
should not be viewed as an overall flow in one all-embracing continstream, b ~ i tas a pattern of separate, or at least separable, large-scale
s of civilization, each with a theme or leitmotif of its own, even if they
overlap and partially merge or fuse. The scholarly one is a gradual
ation of Herodotus in comparison with Thucydides. In the Late
11and Edwardian eras some classicists were vying with each other
educing" Herodotus to the role of a mere "story-teller," that is, a mere
r of episodically disconnected - or at least not properly connected
exts of events; while Thucydides was glorified as really the first
k historian by virtue of his presenting everything in a maximally
rated design which is unfolding inexorably. But there are signs nowadays
this imbalance of judgment is being redressed29 and that Herodotus
'ng restored to his place as "father of history," even if with some
ifications that cannot be gainsaid. Except for Old Testament historians
re him, Herodotus was indeed the father of history, general and social,
if Thucydides was in a sense pioneering in political history.
ill also cite an instance from specialized histories. In the Victorian
dwardian eras, historians of science itlcliiled towards irzductivisin,
presumes that "science advances gradually from observation to theotion, and that it does so univalently, forcibly, and unerringly," and
"an experimenting or observing scientist can report on facts 'faithfully'
Present-day history
t, at all, rendering an 'opinion' 011
ilosophy of science cannot accept such a gradualis~nof approach,
r several decades now they have been groping, as yet inconclusively,
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for more complex explanations by which spontaneity of cognition and
suddenness of insight can be accounted for.
A "discoiztinuity"

in the rise of moderil ~t~atlreinatics

By modern matilematics I mean mathematics since around 1600. As 1
have stated before, throughout the duration of the eighteenth century "there
was a near-perfect, and richly yielding, fusion between mathematics and
mechanic^,"^^ but in the early nineteenth century the two unn~istakab]~
separated from each other; there is no explanation for this at all, especially
since Inany of the leading analysts of the nineteenth century continued to
contribute a great deal to mechanics. The period of transition, during
which the separation took place, falls into an era which I have termed the
"age of eclosion" which for geizeral purposes I extended from 1776 to
1825.32For our preyeiti purposes we may delimit i t as the shorter era 17851820, from the time when Lagrange wrote his MPcaniq~re Analytiqtt(~to
the time when Cauchy wrote his Cours r l ' ~ n a l y s e . ~ ~
Lagrange and Cauchy were both analysts, both within a common French
development, and Cauchy seemingly continued where Lagrange had left
off. Yet there is an enormous difference of mathematical style between them.
However much Lagrange may be doing arlalysisit is somehow always mechanics, or at the very least he is doing it with ~neclzanicsin mind; a function
is for Lagrange a mechanical path or orbit, and not the other way round.
Cauchy however is always doing analysis, even if the setting is from
general mechanics of continuous media, elasticity,or optics; many analysts
are probably not even aware of the fact that a considerable number
of Cauchy's papers have such settings. Between Lagrange and Cauclzy,
there was quite a line-up of great analysts: Laplace. M o ~ z g e Fourier,
,~~
Poisson, and others; but it does not seem easy to interpret their activity,
bymethodology, as a bridge between the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
century. At any rate, there are no major studies bearing on this problem,
and the extant works on history of matlzematics are of no help.
If this problem is viewed as a problem in French mathematics, then the
key figure in the period of transition is probably Poisson, whose mathematical interests are very broad. But inexplicably, there are no "Oeuvres Completes de Poisson" as there are for all other French mathematicians of comparable stature. Felix Klein in his history ofnineteenth-century mathematics condemns Poisson for prolixity ("Weitschweifigkeit") and, as if in
retribution, devotes to him less than one pageq3'
If the problem is viewed as a problem of mathematics at large i~owever,
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e key figure in the period of transition becomes C. F. Gauss. His
ements and works, unlike those of Poisson, have been receiving the
est publicity from the first. But as regards his intellectual origin and
Iutionary spontaneity Gauss is nonetheless something of a mystery
re. Mathematically he somehow comes from nowhere, and there certainly
evolutionary link between him and Leibniz, for instance and the reverfor Gauss is such that few would dare to "confine" him to the role
ure of transition between two eras, however large the eras -I he is perhaps precisely that. Also, if one raised the question who
1e two was the greater mathematician, Gauss or Riemann, then the
ntaneous answer that it was Gauss, of course, need not be the right one.
Fitzale. Exotic spheres and singularities

er this digression into the past I dare to offer, as a finale, a fantasy
the present and perhaps the future.
Weierstrass's view, any obstacle to the contin~iationof an analytic
tion is caused by a singularity. When we broaden this view, we may
f a singularity or of singi~laritieswhenever a function o r functionobject of some kind, when given on a subset of a certain space, cannot
ontinued into all of the space, although prima facie it would be j~~stified
pect that such a continuation would be possible. Solutions of differennd other equations are of this kind, and have more or less been known
so for a long time. More recently topology has created situations of
kind, except that it frequently speaks not of "singularities" but
structions.'"In particular, John Milnor's "exotic" or "twisted"
res have given rise to an occurrence of this kind, and this is the one
hich I will comment.
t S" be a Euclidean n-sphere with its "natural" differentiable structure
let Bn*' be the ( 1 1 + 1)-dimensional Euclidean ball bounded by Sn.
exotic" or "twisted" structure on S-"
if it exists -is any C1-strucon it which is Co-compatible with the natural structure but not C1patible with it. Tt has been shown by Milnor that for n = 7, for instance,
tructures indeed exist. On the other hand it follows from a rather
proposition that on any S" any exotic structure differs from the
a1 one by the fact that the exotic structure cannot be C1-continued
I1 of B" l . In the parlance of singularities this means that any attempt
ntinue an exotic structure of Sn into all of B"+' must encounter a
gularity" somewhere. Cosmologically we can spin these two facts out
the following fantasy.
+
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Assume that the space (-time) framework of our universe together with
some other physical data on it would be presentable as an S7, and assume
further that on this S7 there physically exist some further force fields - the
really decisive ones - and that these depend on the Ci structure of the
S7 and are the ones by which "signals" in the universe can be created.
By Milnor's result, one could have on the same S7 two different force
fields of the latter kind, belonging to different C1-structures, and we assume
that such is indeed the case. Two possibilities now arise, depending on
whether man's perception is equalIy receptive to both sets of phenomena or prefers one over the other. If it is equally receptive to both,
then man may perceive and experience two separate sets of phenomena which
he can rationally fit into two separate theories, but not into one common one. In the second case he may experience two diff'erent kinds of
phenomena. The phenomena of the first kind are clearly perceived and can
be fitted into a comprehensive theory; but the phenomena of the second
kind are only dimly perceived, and their comprehension is small and circumscribed.
Alternately, if the S7 were not the universe itseIf but only the "rim of
the universe," the universe itself being the B8 bounded by if, then the inhabitants of B8 might be able to receive two types of signals emanating from
the rim of the universe, one "regular" and orderly corresponding to the
natural structure on S7, the other "singular" and chaotic corresponding
to an exotic structure on S7.
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